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Nigeria probably holds the world record in public probes. Almost all the probes since the Storey Report on the Lagos City
Council in 1952 were expressly intended to catch thieves and stop potential thieves and prevent the treasuries from
being emptied into private pockets. None caught the thieves; none stopped the thieves. We still soldier on in the solemn
belief that the state must commit itself to a permanent motion as a means of building public confidence in itself
Nigeria probably holds the world record in public probes. Almost all the probes since the Storey Report on the Lagos
City Council in 1952 were expressly intended to catch thieves and stop potential thieves and prevent the treasuries from
being emptied into private pockets. None caught the thieves; none stopped the thieves. We still soldier on in the solemn
belief that the state must commit itself to a permanent motion as a means of building public confidence in itself. It would
be unfair to deny that the probes are useful. Since the military introduced its modern version to legitimize their incursion
into politics, probes have helped to expose not a few angels as rotten Lucifer pikins. Their exposure and discomfiture
titillated the public for just a few minutes. Those affected merely suffered the mandatory five minutes of surprise
exposure and, to borrow the words of Tafa Balogun, former inspector-general of police, bounced back into higher public
offices and greater public reckoning. I sympathise with Lateef Jakande, former governor of Lagos State. His frustration
with the national obsession with probes has boiled over. A couple of weeks ago, he told a national newspaper that
probes were useless and that the national assembly would do well to stop them and turn its attention to more productive
legislative duties. It is difficult not to agree with him because it is difficult not to be cynical about probes and more probes
in our country. The probes in the national assembly provided a riveting television show not long ago. We enjoyed it. We
laughed. They exposed the anti-corruption knights as preachers of the word and not the doers of the word. The probes
confirmed our suspicion that fighting corruption is a tricky business. We should know. We have been at it for 42 years
now. It is fair to raise questions about where the current probes will lead us. What will they achieve? We know now that
billions of Naira intended to provide us light simply disappeared into the deep pockets of our anti-corruption knights and
their business compradors. So? We know now that some of the contractors who did not even know the site of their
contracts were paid two or three times the value of the original contract. So? Now we know that Ahmed El-Rufai took
plots of land in Abuja from some Nigerians and simply and &lsquo;without regret&rsquo; gave them to his wives and
other members of his family. So? Now we know that our airports are still not totally safe because the money meant to
equip them with modern aviation equipment missed its way into private bank accounts where it is sitting with a silly smirk
on its face. So? Great stories. Great revelations. Great entertainment. We made the right noises while we watched the
show. We growled and made as if we were mad as hell. Let no one be deceived. We were not exactly shocked. How
could we have been outraged? It is impossible for anyone to claim not to know what was going on all along in
government at federal, state and local government levels. Newly-minted instant millionaires and billionaires are not all
proof positive that the bible-thumping miracle preachers are delivering on their promises. An ice rain will fall in hell
before some people would be convinced that probes could destroy the cancer of cynical contempt for the laws of the
land among our public officers. The probes will not stop any and all those who firmly believe that public funds are there
for grabs by the smart ones among us. So, why go on, wasting more resources trying to know who has stolen what and
what has been stolen? Is someone determined to deepen our frustration with the unique paradox of our rich but poor
nation? There is a purpose to this national obsession with probes. Ok, they will stop nothing or even make a positive
difference in the anti-corruption crusade but at least they make ours the longest running crusade in the world. That is
something to crow about. The problem is not that people help themselves to the public treasury entrusted to their care.
That has been going on since a smart Alec persuaded governments to create public treasuries into which national
earnings must be paid and from which government expenses must be met. The problem is that we are faced with the
delicate problem of trying to distinguish between what constitutes legitimate earning and smart dealing. Each probe
proves that we have a long running problem with knowing the difference. A country that finds itself incapable of making
this elementary difference must learn to accept its fault that some of its citizens do not know the difference. But I am
persuaded that we need these probes for a different reason. If we discard them, what would we have in their place for
entertainment? Probes remind us that the gallant attempts since 1966 to make us a nation of angels is foolhardy. It was
never in God&rsquo;s scheme to have a nation of angels. All angels are in heaven and are, in any case, messengers,
not public officers. Probes confirm the wisdom of the chicken making peace with the wind so it does not fan its rear end.
Next time you see a public officer doing shakara, do not lose your cool. Eventually, a probe will expose this very
important personality as a man with very itchy fingers decked in the borrowed hood of the monk. It will not take away his
loot from him. He worked for it. A looter is entitled to the sweat of his brows. If he tosses part of it to the investigators, he
can always keep the rest. It will not deflate his pride. He has enough cash to keep his pride fully pumped up. It will not
stop him from offering himself as the new face of probity and incorruptibility. The haves will always preach to the havenots. So? Let us go on with the probes. They hurt no one. And without them, we would still be groping in the dark,
wondering why an oil rich country is an international joke.
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